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Brussels is for lovers 

These influential people have formed their own European Unions.

By  TARA PALMERI  8/22/16, 5:31 AM CET

As an international city that attracts ambitious people from around the world, Brussels has more than its 

share of powerful married couples I iStock 
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Power, money, the thrill of a political or social policy campaign. It's heady stuff. And for 

many on the EU political scene, it's been a source of romance. 

As an international city that attracts ambitious politicians, civil servants, business 

leaders, journalists, campaigners and lobbyists from around the world, Brussels has more 

than its share of powerful married couples. Some of the matrimonial pairings connect 

those professions and spheres in unusual ways. 

 

Here's a look at several of Brussels' most notable political power couples. 

*** 

DG LOVE 

Dominique Ristori and Irene Souka 

They've each reached the highest echelon of Commission officialdom: a director

generalship. But the relationship between Energy DG Dominique Ristori and Human 

Resources DG Irene Souka started in the 1980s at much less senior level - in the corridors 

of the Commission's Luxembourg outpost, where they both held junior administrative 

positions. Ristori, a French national, met Souka, a Greek, when he was assistant to the 
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business covered - whether Barbagallo is representing them as a lobbyist in Brussels or 

McLeod is pumping out market insight for his specialist newswire. 

How they met: It was a classic Brussels connection. McLeod, an Australian who used to be 

a Bloomberg correspondent in Brussels, and Annalisa, an Italian who had previously 

worked in Washington, met at Place Luxembourg in 2007, the Thursday night drinking 

square outside of the Parliament. "No shame in admitting to that," Barbagallo says. 
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institutions, but they are also where his heart is. His German-born wife Kirsten works for 

UKIP in the European Parliament, currently as an assistant for MEP Raymond Finch. 

Kirsten writes all of Farage's emails because he hates computers, according to the Daily 

Mail. During the U.K. referendum campaign, Farage said he wasn't denying a British 

worker a job writing his emails because no one else could do that task "unless they were 

married to me." 

How they met: In Frankfurt in 1996, where she worked as a bond trader. Farage has two 

grown children from his previous marriage to Irish nurse Grainne Hayes. 

Better together in the EU? Farage was spotted recently in line with Mehr at the German 

embassy in London, but he refused to comment on whether he was trying to find a way to 

keep EU citizenship along with Mehr and the couple's two children. 

*** 

Transparency issues 

Carl Dolan and Vanessa Mock 

While Carl Dolan cracks down on corruption and pushes for more openness in 

the European institutions as director of Transparency International, his wife Vanessa Mock, 

a German, manages communication for the Commission's finance department. 

How they met: Mock, a German, met Dolan, an Irish native, while covering corruption 

during her previous career as a journalist for the Wall Street Journal. 

Awkward: Transparency International took aim at Mock's boss, then-Commissioner 

Jonathan Hill, in June 2015, saying he had "particularly low numbers for meetings with civil 

society." Mock said the couple have their own system of Chinese walls separating his 

campaigns and her Commission work. 

*** 

Talking head twosome 

Geoff Meade and Jacki Davis 
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